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About This Game

Story

The story is set in Momiji, a fictional city with a high crime rate. It is not uncommon there to hear of deaths and missing
persons every morning in the news reports. But even among these issues there is a figure, an urban legend, that stands above all,

an assassin known only by the nickname “RED”. His murders are most brutal and inexplicable, with all of its victims being
found with broken organs and bones, with their insides reduced to a bloody pulp.

The protagonist, Ichirou, is a young man who has recently moved back to Momiji and reunites with an old childhood friend, but
also he meets a strange girl in school who has a clear crush on him. As the story progresses new feelings will be born and he will

have to choose which girl he likes the most, which could lead to unexpected consequences.
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Features

+ Over 100 000 words long story line.
+ Includes a battle mini-game to add more interaction to the game.

+ 2 different game routes, one for each heroine.
+ 4 endings per route, for a grand total of 8 (counting bad endings).

+ 25 full screen CG's illustrate key moments in the story.
+ Mystery, Romance, Action, supernatural.
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winter's empty mask - visual novel

THE GAME WORK FINE THEN SUDDENLY A WEEK AGO I CANNOT LAUNCH THE GAME, IT MINIMIZE TO
DESKTOP THEN GOES FULLSCREEN AND GOES BACK TO DESKTOP AGAIN, LOOPING FOREVER, I CANNOT
REFUND THE GAME SINCE IT EXCEEDED 2 HOURS GAMEPLAY, PLAYED IT ON WIN 10 64 BIT THIS GAME IS
SO BUGGY. Have only just started but the combat is really fun so far!

One bad thing so far is low population but hopefully once people see how fun it is more people get it!. At some point it gets
boring, that's why 80% of the community has under 30 hours.. Super frenzy:
Mega frenzy:

Ea dis crap reminds me of good onld times. Not a bad 2d under sea food chain game if dats what ya looking for.. Nice game
overall, worth playing.. Very fun, easy to understand, but very difficult puzzle game! It's very easy to play this non-stop and
really get immersed.
The design is quite simple, and the graphics are pretty, but it is most definately a puzzle game that will stump you.

Fantastic game!. Amazing VR experience. One of the best that I've had with my Vive.. I don't mind the fact that this game tries
to be a more colorful Limbo-Clone. Actually I like this style and was up for more of this kind. Toby looks and sounds really
nice. It's not the technical side that keeps me from writing a good review. Toby is simply lacking fresh ideas. Everything in the
game feels like we've seen it a billion times before. The game play feels half hearted and unrefreshing but most of all, Toby fails
to deliver joy. I simply didn't have fun playing this game that is even shorter than Limbo. Three hours - that's not much, that's
disappointing. But to be honest, I was glad when those 3 hours were over and the final "boss" defeated. I died many many times,
and many times it felt perfectly random. Trial and error dominates Toby from the beginning to the very end. Especially at the
end as the mentioned boss fight is pretty much a question of good luck. Not "hard" in the meaning of challenging, but "random".
See, I really really love platformers, just playing this one felt like a chore. It's like the makers had a bad day and decided to
develop a game to annoy us. Mission accomplished.
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The core game of Khet is amazing. If you like chess and other strategy board games, you will most certainly like Khet.
Unfortunately, this digital version of the game leaves a lot to be desired. The game is very buggy, and crashed multiple times
when I was trying to play an online game with a friend. Good news is, that my friend submitted error logs to the developer and
he fixed most problems within a day. But there are still some lagging issues. For one, the game will always crash if you have a
browser window open that is playing video such as Netflix or Amazon Video. Also, the interface is not very good. Almost every
digital version of chess that's ever been released has allowed players to scroll through all the moves made in the game. This is
incredibly useful when you are playing an asyncronous game, and you need to refresh your memory on what the last several
moves were. This is a feature that is sorely needed in Khet. Even if you are playing a live game and you happen to look away
from the screen for a second while your opponent moves, it can be extrememly difficult to try and figure out where he just
moved, and there's no way to click back and see. Overall though, I do recommend this game, simply because Khet is such a deep
and interesting game. And hopefully in the future, the interface can be fixed with an update. As of January 2016, I would give
this game a 6\/10. With some interface tweaks and bug fixes, this game would easily be a 10\/10.. awesome mini game. After a
while a nice RPG space ship simulation I wanted to put my hands on right from the moment I spot it. Graphics are amazing,
weapons and effects fit the gameplay. Zoom in and out in an easy to navigate centered view. The game runs fast and playstyle is
also quite fast. Nice battles and full on pvp and endless customization of your ship. Or you can simply focus on mining and
scavenging and avoid battles. This game offers months of playtime and fun. Bigger ships means bigger weappns. You can
choose to be big heavy and crushing or a small fast abusing insect :) Warp where you want or warp out in the mid of combat. No
limitations but don't forget to save before every new exploration =) This game is a nice surprise and I highly recomend it if you
like the mix of rpg scifi pvp and sandbox with lots of customization and solo play. 10/10. Eski tarz bir rpg. Oynarken eğlendirdi.
Indirimdeyse alıp oynayabilirsiniz.. Fun little game but didn't wow me.
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